Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 (The year of Ashlie Beach as Archon Basileus) Round
10: Questions by MIT Hard to Please TOSSUPS
TOSSUP 1 The restored version of this 1940 novel contains a controversial scene in which
the main character and his friend race to see who can masturbate flrst while watching a
movie newsreel. Little does the main character know that he will inadvertantly murder the
girl on the screen when he goes to work for her family. FTP name this first novel of
Richard Wright depicting the trials and tribulations of Bigger Thomas.
ANS: _NATIVE SON_
TOSSUP 2 The term refers to a collection of organs including the glands of Bartholin, and
the bulb of the vestibule. Its name sounds like that of a green alga, or that of a Swedish
car. FTP, give the term for the external female. genitalia that surrounds the opening to the
vagina.
ANSWER: VULVA
TOSSUP 3 First elaborated by Lenore Walker, this legal concept is used mainly in selfdefense claims, though it can also apply to acts committed under duress. "Learned
helplessness," a three-stage relationship cycle, and escalating violence are symptoms of,
FTP, what controversial syndrome?
Answer: _BATTERED WOMAN_ Syndrome (or "Battered Women's Syndrome")
TOSSUP 4 She was an extremely fast girl in Greek mythology. Challenging her suitors to
a foot race, the winner could have her in marriage, otherwise, he faced death. FTP, can
you name this princess who was eventually distracted and beaten by Hippomenes, whose
name sounds like the site of the last summer Olympics?
Answer: _ATALANTA_
TOSSUP 5 Its summer capital is Srinagar, and its winter capital is Jammu. Part of a larger
region of the same name, it has been in dispute among China, Pakistan, and India since
1947. FTP, name this state in northwest India which shares its name with a Led Zeppelin
song.
Answer: _KASHMIR_ (accept JAMMU and KASHMIR)
TOSSUP 6 He was of Swiss/Basque decent, but is generally known as a French
Impressionist. Though not actually a painter, he was responsible for the orchestration of
Musorgsky's _Pictures at an Exhibition_. FTP, name this composer best known for
_Bolero_.
ANS: Joseph-Maurice _RAVEL_
TOSSUP 7 Colonel Waightsill Avery in 1788; Tennessee Governor John Sevier, twice, in
1803; Senator Thomas Hart Benton, who gave him a bullet in the shoulder, in 1813; and
Charles Dickinson, whose death in 1806 became a political issue in 1824. FTP, these are
among the celebrities who fought duels with what frontiersman, soldier, and seventh
President of the United States?
ANSWER: Andrew _JACKSON_

TOSSUP 8 A trail recently discovered in Yemen, which ran from the former city of Ubar in
Oman to points in the Middle East, is thought to be a trade route for this substance. A key
commodity 2500 years ago, it is believed to be the first substance widely traded in that part
of the globe. For 10 points, name this Nativity gift, which sounds like a creation of Mary
Shelley.
Answer: _FRANKINCENSE_
TOSSUP 9 This former Miss America hails from Denton, TX. She was interested enough
in football to appear on "The NFL Today". That doesn't, however, explain why she tried
to market her own brand of chicken. That would probably be her ex-husband's fault, since
he made his millions from Kentucky Fried Chicken. FTP, name this former first lady of
Kentucky.
Answer: Phyllis _GEORGE_ Brown (Her chicken was called "Chicken By George," if
you can believe that.)
TOSSUP 10 It states that if p and a are integers and p is prime, then a to the (p minus first)
is congruent to (one modulo p). The first published proof was provided by Euler [OY-IerJ
in 1736, almost 100 years after the theorem's initial formulation, though Leibniz left an
identical argument unpublished in 1683. FTP"name this theorem, not to be confused with
a more famous terminal one also left unproved by this one's author.
ANSWER: Pierre de _FERMAT'S LITTLE_ Theorem
TOSSUP 11 A first round draft choice in 1998, a second round draft choice this year,
defensive lineman Hugh Douglas, and the first overall pick in this year's NFL draft have all
been proposed bribes to, FTP, this man, whose New England Patriots still hold the
contractual rights to coach Bill Parcells.
Answer: Robelt_KRAFT_ [accept Bill Parcels on an early buzz]
TOSSUP 12 First published in 1598, it was based on Samuel Daniel's historical Poem
"Civil Wars," among other sources. The work recounts the English Battle of Shrewsbury,
and includes the characters Hotspur and Prince Hal, and introduces Sir John Falstaff.
FTP, name this Shakespearian tragedy.
ANS: _KING HENRY IV PART 1_
TOSSUP 13 Born in 1892 in EI Ferrol Spain, he was the son of a Spanish Naval Officer.
He joined the army at the age of 17, and served in the Moroccan cavalry. He eventually
reached the rank of General, and after the fOlmation of a Spanish Republic, led a revolt
against the government. FTP name this man who
, is still dead.
ANS: Francisco _FRANCO_
TOSSUP 14 The obscure legal loophole used stated that if a litigant dies before an appeal is
heard, innocence is assumed, and any conviction is overturned. Though his feet were tied
with lace, he allegedly committed suicide a few months ago. FTP, name this exMassachusetts resident, recently acquitted of killing two workers at a Brookline abortion
clinic not far from where we are now.
Answer: John _SALVe

TOSSUP 15 Founded in the 6th Century BC by Vardhamana, the "Great Hero", this
religion does not espouse a belief in a creator god, and has the doctrine of ahimsa as its
ethical core. Name this Indian Religion, FTP, that believes in the non- injury of all living
creatures.

TOSSUP 16 It seems to have been created in Baltimore in the 1880s, though its inventor is
disputed. The version we know was perfected and marketed by William Fuld. Though it
sold well throughout the 1890s, huge sales didn't come until the uncertain times of the
Great War. FTP, name this toy that features the words yes, no and goodbye.
Answer: _OUIJA_ Board
TOSSUP 16 "The square is to us as the cross was to the early Christians," said Theo van
Doesburg, who, along with Genit Rietveld and J.J.P. Oud, was a central figure in this
movement. Centered in Amsterdam, it had much of its philosophy based in Calvinist
pUlity. FTP, name this modernist art movement, lasting from 1917-1931, whose leader
was Piet Mondrian.
Ans: _DE STIJL_ (pronounced "style." Give modest chastisement if answer is given as
"steel.")
TOSSUP 17 Originally called Twickenham by Leroy Pope, it was renamed for a
Revolutionary War veteran who first settled the area in 1805. The site of Alabama's first
constitutional convention, it bliefly served as the state capital. FTP, name the home of the
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center.
Answer: _HUNTSVILLE_
TOSSUP 18 The Self is the very center of one's being. Synchronicity is a meaningful
coincidence of two causally unrelated events. A complex is a group of interrelated,
emotionally charged images. Archetypes are the mythic images and motifs that make up the
Collective Unconscious. FTP, who first developed all these concepts?
Answer: Carl Gustav _JUNG_
TOSSUP 19 According to Aristotle, this "fatal flaw" is required for a character in a drama
to become a tragic hero. As he reasoned there is little interest in seeing the destruction of a
wholly good or evil character, instead real tragedy occurs when an otherwise good
individual is crushed by his sole weakness. FTP, indentify the Greek dramatic term for
this critical shOltcoming.
Answer: _Hamartia_
TOSSUP 20 Invented at Bell Labs in the late sixties, it spread to the University of
California at Berkeley, where it mutated into several dozen rival strains, including Solaris,
Ultrix, SunOS, Xenix, and BSD. FTP, name this now-omnipresent multiuser computer
operating system.

TOSSUP 21 It cost about 20 million lives and pennanentIy weakened the Ching dynasty.
The rebels took Nanking in 1853 and made it the capital of their "Great Peace" kingdom. A
Western-trained force led by Charles George Gordon eventually conquered the forces of,
FfP, what rebellion?
Answer: _TAIPING_ {ty-PING}
TOSSUP 22 Piedmont College, NBC, and the Atlanta Journal-Constitution have all been
targets of recent legal action based on comments made about him. For ten points, name this
now-venerated hero, the security guard who was suspected and then cleared of
involvement in the 1996 Centennial Park bombing.
Answer: Richard _JEWELL_
•
TOSSUP 23 In March 1963, a benefit was held in memory of Jack Call, a Kansas City DJ.
Among the attendees were Cowboy Copas and Hawkshaw Hawkins. As the plane
containing Hawkins, Copas and two other people was returning to Nashville, it crashed in
Camden, TN, killing all aboard, including, FTP, what country music superstar?

Answer: Patsy _ CLINE_
TOSSUP 24 These cUlTents, which cause the wind to blow, can also heat buildings
without the need for circulatory devices. FTP, what lO-letter word describes the
movement of gases or liquids in response to a non-unifonn temperature distribution?
ANSWER: _CONVECTION_ currents
TOSSUP 25 She was an advisor to both King Richard I and King John of England, who
not coincidentally were her sons. FTP, who is this woman, the wife of both Louis VII of
France and Henry II of England?
ANSWER: _ELEANOR_ of Aquitaine
TOSSUP 26 This book is a cross between _Alice in Wonderland_ and _A History of
Philosophy_. It tells about a little girl who receives philosophy lessons from a mysterious
Albert Knox, both of which turn out to be characters in a book within the book. FfP,
name th is novel by Jostein Gaarder which occ'upied the #1 spot on Norway's bestseller list
for three years.
ANSWER: _SOPHIE'S WORLD_
TOSSUP 27 Fonned in 1962, a Hong Kong engineering unit made primarily of these
people disbanded in 1996. John Major has suggested that these British allies serve as UN
peacekeepers. FTP, name this valorous ethnic group, named for the ancestral home of the
ruling house of Nepal.
Answer: _GURKHA_s
TOSSUP 28 A falling Project Scoop satellite first brought it to earth, releasing it into the
atmosphere. Small-town Arizona locals found the fallen satellite and opened it up, killing
off almost the entire town. FTP, what was this fictional title organism of a Michael
Crichton novel?
Answer: The _ANDROMEDA STRAIN_

TOSSUP 29 He might have been the most dubious resident of what is now the city of
Peabody, Massachusetts. He and his wife (who would lie "Never, sir, never") ran a tavern
in old Salem, the center of the controversy. FfP name this man portrayed by Daniel DayLewis in a 1996 fIlm version of an Arthur Miller play.
ANS: John _PROCTOR_ (The play is The Crucible)
TOSSUP 30 Fought to gain control over the Mediterranean islands of Corsica and Sicily, it
lasted from 264 to 241 Be. The final settlement gave the Romans control over Sicily and
the Lipari Islands. FTP, name this war between Rome and Carthage.
ANSWER: the _FIRST PUNIC W AR_
TOSSUP 31 This school's hockey team was upset in last year's ECAC semifinals, but it
went into the current season favored to win a national title. Martin Saint Louis anchors the
first line of, FTP, what New England college's Catamounts?
Answer: University of _ VERMONT_

Tenier Tussle 6: Febmary 8, 1997 Round 10: Questions by MIT Hard to Please BONUS
BONUS 1 <25 points> "That is the official position of the State Department." According
to one of its spokesmen, a certain athlete "is not a great American." Name the spokesman
for 15 points; then the free agent and his new employer F5PE.
Answers: Nicholas _BURNS_; Roger _CLEMENS_; _TORONTO_ or _BLUE JAYS_
BONUS 2 <30 Points> Given the opening line to a work of British literature, name the
work for 15, or for 5 if you need the author.
L Lo I the man, whose Muse whilome did maske, As time her taught, in lowly
Shepheards weeds, Am now enforst a far unfitter taske.
Author: Edmund Spenser
ANS: _THE FAERIE QUEENE_
2. Not marching in the fields of Trasimene Where Mars did mate the warlike Carthagens,
Author: Chistopher Marlow
ANS: _Dr. Faustus_
BONUS 3 <30 pts> Name the composer from the clues, 30-20,10.
30. He was ordained in 1703, and was given the nickname, the Red Priest. 20. Also in
1703, he was appointed violin master at the Ospedale della Pieta, an orphanage. 10. He
was famous for his concertos, especially the Four Seasons.
Answer: Antonio _ VIV ALDC
BONUS 4 <30 pts> Identify these philosophical schools from a short list of people
associated with them, for the stated number of points.
<10> Charles Sanders Pierce, William James, and John Dewey. ANSWER:
_PRAGMATISM_
<5> John Locke, George Berkeley [BARK-ley], and David Hume ANSWER:
_EMPIRICISM_<15> Micheal Walzer and Micheal Sandel ANSWER: _COMMUNITARIANISM_
BONUS 5 <30 points> He graduated first in his class of 9,000,000 at Calcutta Institute of
Technology and went on to receive his doctorate from Springfield Heights Institute of
Technology for an elaborate punch card computer program to play Tic-Tac-Toe. 1. <20
points> FTPE, give his first and last names.
Answers: _APU_ (10) _NEHASAPIMAPATAPETALAN_ (10)
2. <10 points> Apu is employed by Kwik-E-N.1art, Incorporated, but, FTP, what is the
name of Kwik-E-Mart's parent company?
Answer: _NORDYNE_ Defense Dynamics

BONUS 6 <20 points> One word refers to a system in which there is only one buyer of a
good, but many sellers. Another two-word phrase refers to a system with exactly one
buyer and exactly one seller. FfPE, give these expressions.
Answers: _MONOPSONY_and _Bll..ATERAL MONOPOLY_
BONUS 7 <30 points> Given the combatants and the year it broke out, supply the unusual
names of the following wars FfPE.
1. Honduras and EI Salvador, 1969

ANSWER: The _SOCCER_ War or The _FUTBOL_ War
2. Britain and Spain, 1739 (Western Hemisphere version)
ANSWER: The War of _JENKINS' EAR_
3. Mexico and France, 1839
ANSWER: The _PASTRY_ WAR
BONUS 8 (30) Pencil and paper ready; you'll have fIfteen seconds for this computation. A
12-volt conductor has two (2) ohms of resistance. For ten points each, calculate its current
in Amperes, its power in Watts, and the work in joules it could do at that wattage in fIve
seconds.
Answers: _SIX_ (6) Amperes
_SEVENTY-TWO_ (72) Watts
HUNDRED SIXTY_ (360) Joules
(Note: R = VII, so I = VIR = 1212 = 6.
360)

P = VI = 12*6 = 72.

W=PT=72*5=

BONUS 9 <25 Points> Name the nonfIction work, 25-10
30: The name mentioned in the title is not the Qarne of a person, but the name of an elderly
poodle who serves as a companion for the author on his American journey.
10: This John Steinbeck work was published in 1962.
ANSWER: _TRAVELS WITH CHARLEY_
BONUS 10 <30 points> In a move to save itself, Apple Computers paid $400 million for
this company and hired its president to join Apple, where he had been a former CEO.
1. <20 points> For 10 points each, name the purchase and the man.

Answers: _NEXT_, Steven _JOBS_
2. <10 points> This purchase was overseen by, FTP, what current Apple CEO?
Answer: Gilbelt _AMELIO_

BONUS 11 <30 points> For 15 points each give the geographical term used in 19th
century English literature. (Hint: Both strut with the same letter.)

1. <15 points> Usually the land between the tidemru'ks of a body of water. The London
Street bearing this name is the former shore of the Thames.
Answer: _STRAND_
2. <15 points> A mru'shy, depressed ru'ea in a meadow; also the 1984 Kentucky Derby and
Belmont Stakes winner.
Answer: _SW ALE_
BONUS 12 <20 points> In tribute to the doe-eyed beauty, name the following Audrey
Hepbum flicks given two of her male co-stru's, FTPE.
a) Joe Bradley, GregOly Peck
Answer: _ROMAN HOLIDAY_
b) Simon Demott, Peter O'Toole
Answer: _HOW TO STEAL A MILLION_
BONUS 13 (30) Name these "points" from analytical chemistry FTPE.

1. From the Greek for "easily melted," it is the lowest possible melting point of a mixture
of two solids.
Answer: _EUTECTIC_ Point {YOO-tek-tik}
2. The lowest temperature at which the vapor of a substance can form an explosive mixture
with air.
Answer: _FLASH_ Point
3. The pH of a solution at which the macromolecule has no net charge.
Answer: _ISOELECTRIC_ Point
BONUS 14 <30 points> There have been three major candidates who have run for
president for a party called the Progressives. FTPE, name these men who ran in 1912,
1924 and 1948.
ANSWER: _T_heodore ROOSEVELT_, Robert M. _LAFOLLETTE_, _H_enry A.
_WALLACE_
BONUS 15 <30> Answer the following questions on the reconstruction of St. Peter's
Cathedral by Julius II, started in 1506, FI5PE:
a) The original ru'chitect, he constructed one of the first great works of the High
Renaissance, the Tempietto in the courtyard of S. Pietro.
ANSWER: Donato _BRAMANTE_

b) He executed the keyhole-shaped colonnade around the piazza, but a tower which he built
on the Cathedral's facade had to be demolished in 1646 when cracks appeared in the fabric
of the church.
ANSWER: Gian Lorenzo _BERNINI_
,

BONUS 16 <30 Points> Identify each work from a short list of chapter titles, for ten
points each.
1. The Cyclone, The Magic Art of the Great Humbug, and Home Again
ANSWER: _THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ_
2. The Pool of Tears, Pig and Pepper, and The Mock Turtle's Story
ANSWER: _ALICE'S ADVEN1URES IN WONDERLAND_
3. The Falling Star, What I Saw of the Destruction ofWeybridge and Shepperton, and
What We Saw From the Ruined House.
ANSWER: _THE WAR OF THE WORLDS_
BONUS 17 <30 points> Name the city, 30-20-10. <30-point clue> With a population of
around 200,000, it is the largest land-locked city in the United States.
<20-point clue> One of its universities threatened to sue Hallmark over a series of t-shirts
printed as a Halloween promotion, since Hallmark didn't realize that a Transylvania
University really existed.
<lO-point clue> In honor of one of the city's most famous residents, the loop around the
city is named Man 0' War Blvd.
Answer: _LEXINGTON_, Kentucky
BONUS 18 <30 points> The first guided Indonesia to nationhood in 1949, established ties
with Communist China, withdrew from the UN and took the western half of New Guinea
from the Dutch. The second gained power in 1965 when a pro-Communist coup failed.
He subsequently cut off ties with China, slaughtered 300,000 Indonesian Communists and
aligned himself with the West. F15 points each, name these men, in order.

BONUS 19 <20 points> Scott Amedure had a crush. Unfortunately, the object of his
affection is straight and homicidal. For 10 points each, name the man who killed Amedure
and the host of the talk show on which Amedure revealed his crush.
Answers: Jonathan _SCHMITZ_ and Jenny _JONES_
Bonus 20 (30)
Give the tenns from computer science, FTPE. It is a program that takes source code of one
language, and produces object code of a different language.

They can be hardware or software, but when one arises, the computer will stop what it is
currently doing, and will instead execute different code- but even if the code is incorrect,
the computer does not draw a penalty.

It is a place where you store items that are accessed most often; in modem computers it is
usually RAM that has a very fast access time.

BONUS 21 <30 points> Name these basketball powerhouses for 15 pts each. 1. Led by
legendary coach and obsessive father Bob Hurley, this Jersey City, NJ high school is once
again atop the USA Today rankings.
Answer. _ST. ANTHONY'S_
2. This Durham, NC boarding school team is said to have the greatest assembly of talent
ever on a high school team, including 10 players who could play Division I college
basketball.
ANswer: _MOUNT ZION_ Academy
BONUS 22 <30 points> Name these educational reformers for 15 points each. 1. <15
points> Containing maxims and stories about industry, honesty, and truthfulness, his six
volumes of Eclectic Readers sold over 120 million copies.
Answer: William _MCGUFFEY_
2. <15 points> In "The House of Intellect", he wrote, "The notion of helping a child has in
the United States displaced that of teaching him." He also helped design Columbia's twoyear "great books" core program.
Answer: Jacque _BARZVN_
BONUS 23 <20 Points> "Midway upon the journey of our life I found myself within a
forest dark, For the straightforward pathway had been lost"
1. For 5 points each, this is the begining of what work, by what author?

ANS: The _INFERNO_Cor _Hell-l by _Dante_ ALIGHIERC Cprompt on the Divine
Comedy, La Divina Commedia, or La Commedia)
2. For 10 points, who is the woman that Dante tries to reach in heaven, and who speaks to
him at the begining of the Inferno.
ANS: _Beatrice_
BONUS 24 <30 points> FI5PE, name the Taco Bell burrito according to the ingredients
which are all wrapped in a soft tOltilla shell. 1. <15 points> beans, rice, lettuce, tomatoes,
cheese, sour cream and guacamole

Answer: _7-LAYER_ burrito
2. <15 points> chicken, bacon, tomatoes, tangy sauce, sour cream, guacamole, lettuce and
cheese
Answer: _CHICKEN CLUB_ bunito
Bonus 25 (30)
The small intestine is made up of three sections; FfPE name them. ANSWER: _ILEUM_,
_JEmNUM_, _DUODENUM_
BONUS 26 <30> The Catholics have them for almost everything--given an occupation,
name its patron saint FIPE.

1. Bankers, Bookeepers
ANS: ...:...Joseph_ 3. Skiers

ANS: _Matthew_ 2. Carpenters
ANS: _Bernard_

BONUS 27 <20 points> Answer the following questions about South African history, ten
points each:
a) He led the Boer's against the British and waS President of the Transvaal from 18831900.
ANSWER: _KRUGER_
b) Name the 1896 raid against the Kruger government of South Africa
ANSWER: _JAMESON_ Raid
BONUS 28 <30 Points> Complete the titles of the following Sherlock Holmes stories
FTPE.
1. The Red-Headed BLANK
2. The Adventure of the Speckled BLANK
_BAND_
3. The Adventure of the Engineer's BLANK
_THUMB_

ANSWER: _LEAGUE_
ANSWER:
ANSWER:

